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Excitation of 208Pb in light ion induced reactions and the two octupole phonon multiplet
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To identify the states of the 01, 21, 41, and 61 two octupole phonon~TOP! multiplet in 208Pb and their
respective fragmentation inelastic proton, deuteron, anda scattering has been measured in high energy reso-
lution. Quantum numbers and spectroscopic factors of excited states up to 8 MeV are obtained from the
207Pb(d,p)208Pb transfer reaction with vector polarized deuterons. From the comparison with literature, we
conclude that up toEx56 MeV, essentially all states are resolved. The data are compared with recent calcu-
lations within the quasiparticle phonon model. For the lowest states the calculated energies are in excellent
agreement with experiment. The calculated spectrum of 01, 21, 41, and 61 states, which includes mixing
with the TOP multiplet, is related to experimental states up to excitation energies above twice the excitation
energy of the collective 31

2 state atEx55230 keV. The measured excitation strengths are consistent with the
predicted fragmentation of the two octupole phonon states.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.63.024318 PACS number~s!: 27.80.1w, 21.10.Jx, 21.60.2n, 25.45.2z
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because of double shell closure, the experimental res
tion of the excitation spectrum of208Pb remains a subject o
considerable efforts. Recent (d,pg) @1–3#, (n,n8gg) @4–7#
studies, heavy ion induced gamma decay@8–12#, inelastic
light ion @13,14#, and photon scattering experiments@15#
provide complete spectroscopic information for excitati
energies up toEx54.9 MeV and identification of many
states at excitation energies up to the neutron emis
threshold and above. The main motivation of these stud
has been to extend the upper limit of the complete spect
copy in this nucleus and to study the properties of so
specific states, namely two octupole phonon~TOP! states,
which are still uncertain after a long time of investigation

To achieve these goals inelastic scattering (p,p8), (d,d8),
and (a,a8) experiments with a high resolution have be
performed. The first two reactions are nonselective and al
to excite all levels which is suitable for our purpose. Qua
tum numbers of observed levels have been obtained f
analysis of angular distributions. Inelastica scattering is a
complimentary reaction; since only natural parity levels
excited, its results are used as additional evidence in nonc
situations with quantum numbers assignment. In these s
ies, several levels in208Pb unknown previously have bee
detected.

The information on excitation energies and quantum nu
bers of levels from inelastic scattering has been comple
by spectroscopic factors measured in207Pb(d,p)208Pb trans-
fer reaction with vector polarized deuterons. By this we
vestigate fragmentation of one-particle–one-hole~1p1h! con-
figurations one has to expect near the Fermi surface, o
low-lying excited states in this nucleus. In this energy ran
we have dominance of 1p1h excitations, most of them w
negative parity because of double shell closure. The
positive parity states are those 1p1h excitations which
clude one of theph11/2, p i 13/2, n i 13/2, or the n j 15/2 spin-
0556-2813/2001/63~2!/024318~14!/$15.00 63 0243
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orbit intruders. The mixing of 1p1h excitations, the relat
prediction of collectivity, and the calculation of the excit
tion energies of the energetically lowest 2p2h domina
states are a point of theoretical relevance@16–20#.

Concluding that essentially all levels below 6 MeV ha
been observed in the present studies, the properties of1,
21, 41, and 61 levels will be examined to assign the TO
states. The identification of the TOP states is essentia
verify the vibrational nature of the lowest excited state in t
nucleus, the 31

2 state atEx52614.5 keV. In 208Pb, in the
limit of ideal TOP collectivity, the 01, 21, 41, and 61

multiplet is expected near 5229 keV at twice the excitat
energy of the 31

2 state, which is the most collective state
208Pb with a ground state transition probability ofB(E3)
533 single particle units@21# or a respective vibrational de
formation parameterb350.105 as observed in (d,d8) reac-
tion @22#. Although several different experiments have be
performed for this purpose@4–7,9–15#, only the 01 member
of this multiplet has been identified by two consequentE3
decays@6#.

The results of the present experimental studies will
compared with quasiparticle phonon model~QPM! @23# cal-
culations. This model employs a large single-particle basi
construct phonon excitations of nuclei. Thus no additio
effective charges are needed to reproduce the collectivit
the lowest vibrational states. An asset of this model is
possibility to describe low-lying states below threshold
wave functions which include a practically complete basis
one-, two-, and three-phonon configurations. The matrix
ements of interaction between these configurations are ca
lated on a microscopic footing making use the internal f
mion structure of the phonons. The internal fermion struct
of phonons is also taken into account to exclude spuri
npnh components which violate Pauli principle in the wa
functions of multiphonon configurations. The projection
npnh configurations into the space ofn-phonon configura-
©2001 The American Physical Society18-1
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tions and keeping the fermion structure of the latter in
analytical stages of this approach, makes it very easy to
lect ~truncate! essential~nonessential! configurations depend
ing on the properties of the states under consideratio
computation problems arise due to the large configura
space involved.

Calculations in 208Pb have been performed sel
consistently with the ones in neighboringA5207 and 209
odd nuclei. This procedure allows to extract the informat
on the single particle basis from experimental data with go
accuracy. Excited states with spin and parity from 06 to 76

and 81 are considered.

II. EXPERIMENTS AND DATA ANALYSIS

Because of the spin of the projectiles, proton and deute
scattering are nonselective reactions. The present ex
ments with these projectiles have been performed with
width down to 4 keV FWHM and essentially all states ha
been resolved. In contrast to thisa scattering is restricted to
the excitation of states with natural parity. The207Pb(d,p)
transfer as a one-step process proceeds via then( l j

^ p1/2
21 ;Jp) configuration in the wave function of the excite

state with spin and parityJp. Significant transfer probabili-
ties is expected for the neutron orbitals above theN5126
shell closure; these are the 4s1/2, 3d3/2, 3d5/2, 2g7/2, 2g9/2,
1i 11/2, and 1j 15/2 orbitals, hence (d,p) is restricted to the
excitation of (0 – 6)2 and (7 – 8)1 states. Thus the 01, 21,
41, and 61 states have to show up in all of these scatter
reactions, but not in (d,p) transfer.

The experiments use the Q3D magnetic spectrograph@24#
at the Munich MP tandem accelerator and a multilayer fo
plane detector@25#, which is a combination of position sen
sitive proportional wire energy loss detectors~with addi-
tional cathode read out! and a rest energy scintillation dete
tor. This arrangement provides focal plane reconstruc
and particle identification@26#.

A. Inelastic scattering

Inelastic proton scattering has been measured at 22 M
incident beam energy~200 nA beam intensity! at a scattering
angle ofu550° with full Q3D acceptance ofDV510.8 msr
for excitation energies up to 7000 keV. Because of a s
supporting target of 239mg/cm2 and 99.86% enriched208Pb,
impurity lines are negligible.

For each magnetic spectrograph setting the line width
in between 4 and 5 keV FWHM over a range of abou
MeV of excitation energy~corresponding to a range of 1.0 m
along the 1.7 m focal plane!. The spectra had been fitte
using a modified search programGASPAN @27,28#, with some
restriction about the line shape, which is kept constant wit
some appropriate intervals of excitation, being the only
put.

In the upper part of Fig. 1 the proton scattering spectr
and a respective fit is shown for a 450 keV interval arou
twice the excitation energy of the 31

2 state atEx55229 keV.
~A complete presentation of the experimental data is give
in the thesis of B. D. Valnion@27#.!
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The asymmetry of the shape is due to Landau scatter
The observed line widths mainly originate from fluctuatio
of the beam energy and from ion optical features of
whole assembly; thus a relatively thick target could be us

Excitation energies are obtained from the line positio
using polynomials, adjusted to reproduce a number of kno
states. These energies and the scattering cross section
listed in Table I for the range up to 6100 keV~for higher
excitation energies, see Ref.@27#! and compared with the
most recent values fromg spectroscopy, as summarized b
Schrammet al. @1#.

For isolated peaks of good statistics the energy deter
nation agrees within 1 keV or better; deviations in this ran
are expected because of nonlinearities in the cathode rea
of the detector. For weak and strongly overlapping peaks
in the range shown in Fig. 1, the excitation energies dev
up to 1.5 keV. In Table I, these (p,p8) energies are com
pared with literature values, a unique relation of the lat
ones to the states observed is obvious.

In Fig. 1 the known states are indicated with theirJp

values and excitation energies. The states observed for
first time, five of them with considerable cross section,
shaded. The known 5075.8 keV state~without Jp assignment
in the literature! is near to the known 101 level at 5069.4
keV, 72 level at 5085.5 keV, and 81 level at 5093.1 keV.
The fit, reproducing these assigned levels, introduces ins
of the 5075.8 keV state two states at 5074 keV and 50

FIG. 1. Part of the scattering spectra for (p,p8) and (d,d8) at
u lab550° ~top and middle! and (a,a8) at u lab525° as function of
the excitation energy~see text for details!.
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EXCITATION OF 208Pb IN LIGHT ION INDUCED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 024318
TABLE I. States in208Pb: the excitation energies are from (p,p8), as information about the excitatio
strengths the cross sections for (p,p8), (a,a8), and (d,p) are listed. Spectroscopic factors are given
determined. For comparison with the literature we refer to the numbering, excitation energies, and q
numbers, as given in the recent compilation of Schrammet al. @1#.

According to Schrammet al. This work

(p,p8) (a,a8) (dW ,p)
Ex Jp Ex s(50.0°) s(27.5°) s(25.0°) Gl j

No. @keV# @\# @keV# @mb/sr# @mb/sr# @mb/sr#

1 0.000 01

2 2614.549~13! 32 2614.5~3! 1000 7500 ;20
3 3197.740~13! 52 3197.7~3! 440 700 400
4 3475.103~15! 42 3475.1~14! 42 460
5 3708.511~43! 52 3708.5~3! 780 ,20 105
6 3919.987~70! 62 3920.0~3! 125
7 3946.620~100! 42 3946.6~3! 4
8 3961.138~46! 52 3961.1~3! 35 42
9 3995.585~60! 42 3995.6~3! 35 ,20
10 4037.514~75! 72 4037.5~3! 68 148
11 4051.194~40! 32 4051.2~3! 22 ,20 ,20
12 4085.450~150! 21 4085.4~3! 270 848
13 4125.444~44! 52 4125.4~5! 15 37 88 2g9/2:0.135
14 4180.200~100! 52 4180.2~5! 23 ,20 84 1i 11/2:3.020
15 4206.200~90! 62 4206.2~5! 12 185 1i 11/2:6.360
16 4229.620~50! 22 4229.6~5! 30 110 3d5/2:0.123
17 4254.880~50! 32 4254.9~5! 22 36 20 3d5/2:0.032
18 4262.000~55! 42 4262.0~5! 8 2g9/2:0.020
19 4296.700~80! 52 4296.7~5! 9 30 30 1i 11/2:0.930
20 4323.930~130! 41 4323.9~5! 195 255
21 4358.785~63! 42 4358.8~5! 24 68 2g9/2:0.105
22 4383.246~65! 62 4383.2~5! 12 ,10 1i 11/2:0.260
23 4423.630~75! 61 4423.6~5! 130 268 ,10
24 4480.750~100! 62 4480.7~5! 26 ,20 ,10
25 4610.795~70! 81 4609.3~7! 26 144 89 1j 15/2:5.295
26 4680.310~250! (72) 4680.7~5! 8 ,20
27 4698.375~40! 32 4698.4~5! 57 242 860 3d5/2:0.965
28 4709.409~250! 52 4709.5~35! 5 ;30 ;30
29 4711.300~750! (42)
30 4761.800~250! (62) 4761.8~5! 8 ,10
30 ~a! see Ref.@21# (8,9,10) 4833~2! 4
31 4841.400~100! 12 4841.7~3! 52 224 ;30
31 ~a! see Ref.@21# 4853~2! 3
32 4857.500~350!
33 4860.840~80! 81 4859.8~15! 8 ;20 50 1j 15/2:2.650
34 4866.840~80! 01 4866.9~15! 12 ,20
35 4867.816~80! 71 see No. 34 138 1j 15/2:7.500
36 4895.277~80! 101 4894.8~15! 12 ,20
36 ~a! 4910.6~15! 5 ,10 1j 15/2:0.440
36 ~b! see Ref.@21# >6 4917.6~15! 12
36 ~c! see Ref.@21# 21 4928.1~15! 8 ,20
37 4937.550~200! 32 4937.1~3! 16 25 43 3d5/2:0.032

2g7/2:0.025
38 4953.320~230! 32 4952.2~3! 6 ,20 ,10
38 ~a! 4962.9~15! 6
024318-3
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TABLE I. ~Continued!.

According to Schrammet al. This work

(p,p8) (a,a8) (dW ,p)

Ex Jp Ex s(50.0°) s(27.5°) s(25.0°) Gl j

No. @keV# @\# @keV# @mb/sr# @mb/sr# @mb/sr#

39 4974.037~40! 32 4974.2~6! 35 156 1750 3d5/2:1.683

39 ~a! see Ref.@21# 4994.7~6! 6 20 3d5/2:0.020

40 5010.550~90! 91 5010.0~6! 5

41 5037.520~50! 22(32) 5037.2~6! 41 34 1500 3d5/2:1.470

42 5069.380~130! 101 5068.5~15! 9 ,20

43 5075.800~200! 5073.7~15! 19 48 20

44 5085.550~250! 72 5084.7~15! 26 50

44 ~a! 5087.9~15! 14 ,20

45 5093.110~200! 81 5094.3~15! 9 ,20 ;15

45 ~a! 5103.3~15! 1

46 5127.420~90! 22(32) 5127.1~6! 14 881 3d5/2:0.836

47 5134.720~450!

48 5162.100~90! 91 5162.2~6! 3

49 5193.400~150! 51

50 5195.340~140! 71 5194.3~6! 14 25 2g7/2:0.038

51 5213.000~200! 61 5212.8~15! 10 see No. 52

51 ~a! see Ref.@21# (2,3)2 5213.3~4! 50 3d5/2:0.050

52 5216.540~300! 41 5215.6~15! 21 61

53 5235.440~180! 111 5235.2~15! 6

54 5241 01 5240.8~15! 10 ,20

55 5239.350~360!

56 5245.280~60! 32 5244.6~10! 20 25 920 3d5/2:0.858

57 5254.160~150!

57 ~a! see Ref.@21# 32 5277.1~15! 5 ;20

58 5280.322~80! 02 5281.3~15! 2 490 4s1/2:0.650

58 ~a! 5287.2~15! 6 ,20

59 5292.000~200! 12 5 5292.6~15! 13 244 1390 4s1/2:1.550

60 5317.000~200! (31) 5317.7~6! 4

61 5317.300~600! see No. 60

61 ~a! 5326.9~6! 13

62 5339.460~160! 81 5340.1~15! 10 ,20

63 5347.150~250! 32 5348.4~6! 64 87 110 3d5/2:0.018

2g7/2:0.214

63 ~a! 5364~3! 1 ,20

63 ~b! see Ref.@21# 52 5373.9~15! 9

64 5380.650~800! see No. 66

65 5383.74~111! see No. 66

66 5384.780~100! 22(32) 5384.2~6! 31 ,20 160 3d5/2:0.155

66 ~a! 5401~2! 1

66 ~b! see Ref.@21# 5418.6~5! 7

67 5482.10~100! 52 5482.4~5! 75 367 ,10

68 5490.320~150! 62 see No. 68~a!

68 ~a! 5492.2~5! 31 80 51 2g7/2:0.066

68 ~b! 5502~3! 2

69 5512.100~300! 12 5511.9~15! 63 624 3d3/2:0.165

70 5516.600~350! 32 5516.9~15! 50 27 2g7/2:0.044
024318-4
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TABLE I. ~Continued!.

According to Schrammet al. This work

(p,p8) (a,a8) (dW ,p)
Ex Jp Ex s(50.0°) s(27.5°) s(25.0°) Gl j

No. @keV# @\# @keV# @mb/sr# @mb/sr# @mb/sr#

70 ~a! 5524~3! 3
70 ~b! 5529~3! 2 ;30
71 5536.640~200! 101 5536.9~15! 14
72 5542.040~180! 72 5543.3~15! 27 45
73 5545.470~110! 52 see No. 72
74 5548.080~200! 5547.5~15! 26 69 3d5/2:0.063

3d3/2:0.011
74 ~a! 5554~2! 2
75 5563.580~140! (32,42) 5564.7~6! 50 235 180 3d5/2:0.139
76 5566.000~600! see No. 75
76 ~a! 5576.6~15! 1
76 ~b! 5587.7~5! 2 ,10
77 5599.400~80! 02 5599.6~4! 11 92 4s1/2:0.103
77 ~a! see Ref.@21# >6 5615.4~4! 3
78 5641.100~500! 5639.9~15! 5 27 40
78 ~a! 5643.1~15! 8 40
79 5649.700~280! (52) 5649.8~9! 1
79 ~a! see Ref.@21# 52 5658.8~25! 21 25 ;20
79 ~b! 5666.4~15! 2 35
80 5675.170~270! (42) 5675.3~4! 9 ;20
81 5686.860~600! 62 5686.2~15! 8 ,10
82 5689.950~300! 41 5690.2~15! 32 114
83 5695.100~500! 72 5694.8~15! 14
84 5715.900~900! (21) 5715.2~15! 3
84 ~a! see Ref.@21# (72) 5721.8~4! 17 67 ,10
84 ~b! see Ref.@8# 61 5738.4~8! 8
84 ~c! see Ref.@21# (92) 5741.1~4! 2 ,10
85 5750 111 5749.7~4! 4
85 ~a! see Ref.@21# 61 5763.7~8! 4
86 5777.900~120! 32 5778.1~4! 8 285 3d5/2:0.033

3d3/2:0.220
87 5782.000~600!
88 5799.300~500! 5799.9~8! 2
89 5805.900~900! 1 5804.9~15! 14
90 5813.210~170! 32(42) 5813.4~4! 88 306 243 2g7/2:0.400
91 5826.190~500! (81) 5823.9~15! 5 ;20
91 ~a! 5836.0~8! 9 35
92 5846.10~110! 11 5844.8~15! 14
93 5873.560~140! 32 5873.4~4! 15 43 1360 2g7/2:1.990
94 5885.240~200! 5884.8~4! 19 ,20 131 3d5/2:0.070

2g7/2:0.106
94 ~a! see Ref.@21# (81) 5900~3! 1
94 ~b! see Ref.@21# 101 5919~2! 6
95 5923.734~40! 22 5922.3~15! 3 1885 3d3/2:1.700
96 5928.000~300! 101

97 5947.460~450! 12 5945.3~6! 13 1510 3d3/2:1.390
98 5966.360~230!
99 5968.600~60! 42 5967.8~8! 32 2890 2g7/2:4.580
100 5972.870~370! 21
024318-5
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TABLE I. ~Continued!.

According to Schrammet al. This work

(p,p8) (a,a8) (dW ,p)
Ex Jp Ex s(50.0°) s(27.5°) s(25.0°) Gl j

No. @keV# @\# @keV# @mb/sr# @mb/sr# @mb/sr#

100 ~a! 5988.7~15! 12 ;30
101 5992.640~260! 61 5994.9~15! 87 115 ;30
102 6009.630~90! 32 6009.6~6! 79 308 643 2g7/2:1.020
102 ~a! 6020.4~20! 3
103 6026.050~600! 6025.1~20! 3 ;20
103 ~a! 6033~2! 1
103 ~b! see Ref.@21# 6037.8~15! 6 38 (2h11/2:0.045)
103 ~c! see Ref.@21# 41 6053.7~6! 6 ,20
103 ~d! 6068.6~15! 1 ,20 (2h11/2:0.029)
103 ~e! 6077.7~15! 3 24 (4s1/2:0.038)
104 6086.711~50! (2)2 6086.7~6! 15 32 605 3d3/2:0.570
105 6099.850~370! 6098.9~15! 2
106 6100.790~270! 121 see No. 105
106 ~a! 6101.9~15! 10 56 (2h11/2:0.075)
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keV. Because of the tight structure it remains open, whe
one of these states is the 5075.8 keV state or not.

With respect to resolution, our data extend the inform
tion from a high resolution 35 MeV proton scattering expe
ment at MSU@29#, where angular distributions have bee
also determined. In proton scattering, however, they are
sitive to microscopic features of the form factors and to
ditional contributions from exchange, which may modi
significantly especially large angular momentum transfer
citations@30,31#. A detailed elaboration on this is beyond th
scope of this study. The situation is less complicated
deuteron anda induced scattering. Because of the absorpt
of the wave functions in the nuclear interior these reactio
especially the latter one, are sensitive to the asympt
strength of the form factor. Therefore the vibrational colle
tive model parametrization can be applied to calculate
angular distributions of the differential cross sections and
parametrize the excitation strengths of the experimental c
sections@30,32,33#.

Angular distributions have been measured for inela
deuteron scattering@27# at 22 MeV and for inelastica scat-
tering @34# at 40 MeV, using 166 and 35mg/cm2 targets on
3 and 15mg/cm2 carbon backings, respectively. Part of t
energy calibrated spectra of these reactions are show
comparison with (p,p8) in Fig. 1.

In a later deuteron scattering experiment an improved
ergy stabilization technique@35# was available; the respec
tive energy resolution was down to 3.3 keV FWHM.@Be-
cause of technical reasons in software handling, the deut
spectrum shown in Fig. 1 is from a run taken in an ear
phase of the experiment. The (d,d8) spectra with the 3.3
keV FWHM resolution looks very similar to the proton spe
tra.# Free fits at the different scattering angles determin
essentially all levels seen in proton scattering and vice ve
Part of the cross-section angular distributions are show
02431
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Figs. 2 and 3. Fora scattering the resolution was limited t
8 to 10 keV FWHM line width. This was sufficient to dete
mine within DWBA or CC calculations collective transitio
strengths for the stronger natural parity transitions@34# and
to provide some information about weaker excited states

B. Transfer reactions

For the 207Pb(d,p)208Pb transfer measurements, the p
larized deuteron beam from a Lamb shift ion source~inten-
sity 150 nA, polarization parallel to the scattering norm
Py50.60) @36# has been used. Because of the spin filter
the source, the change of the direction of the polarizat
does not cause any changes of the beam position at the
get. Figure 4 shows a typical spectrum. Angular distributio
of differential cross sections(u) and analyzing powerAy(u)
for strong transitions aboveEx54 MeV are shown in Fig. 5.
Due to the relatively thick target~self-supporting 291
mg/cm2 of 207Pb enriched to 99.81%! the resolution was in
between 5 and 6 keV FWHM. The shapes of the angu
distributions allow the assignment of transferred orbital~l!
and total (j ) angular momenta for the stronger transitions
transfer~see Fig. 5!. For transitions withl .0 and because o
the dominance of the Coulomb barrier, a positive analyz
power is observed for transitions withj 5 l 21/2 and a nega-
tive one for j 5 l 11/2. These angular distributions are eas
reproduced in DWBA calculations@37# used for the respec
tive potentials parameters which are close to those rec
mended in the literature@22,38–40#. With the identification
of strong transitions in scattering and the determination
quantum numbers from the angular distributions in trans
for part of the transitions, we have succeeded to relate
energies of the levels in transfer to those in scattering an
the energies fromg spectroscopy, referring especially to th
recent studies of Schrammet al. @1# and of Radermache
et al. @8#.
8-6
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EXCITATION OF 208Pb IN LIGHT ION INDUCED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 024318
All levels observed in transfer show up in proton~and
deuteron! scattering. Table I summarizes up toEx56100
keV the observed excitation energies, the values of the
ferential cross sections in (p,p8) and (d,p) at typical scat-
tering angles, and the neutron transfer orbitals and streng
if identified. A state is considered as observed if its (p,p8)
cross section is at least 1mb/sr, which is a factor of 1000
smaller than the excitation cross section of the strongest1

2

state. As reference, the compilation of Schrammet al. @1#
and the adopted levels of the Nuclear Data Sheets@21# are
used. Results for higher energies up toEx57300 keV are
listed in Ref.@27#.

III. QPM CALCULATIONS

Recently, QPM calculations on a larger phonon~ph! basis
in 208Pb have been performed with the main focus on
TOP states@41#. These calculations have been extended
the present studies to consider the model predictions of p
erties of all excited states with spin and parity from 06 to 76

FIG. 2. Inelastic deuteron scattering angular distributions for~a!
the 21

1 state (Ex54085.4(3) keV,b250.055);~b! and~c! two rela-
tively strongly excited higher lying 32; ~b! Ex56009.6(6) keV,
b350.033;~c! Ex55245.6(15) keV,b350.0185; and~d! the TOP
01 state (Ex55240.8(15) keV,b350.105). The solid curves ar
from coupled channels calculations~codeECIS!; the transition form
factors are derived from the scattering potential withbl as normal-
ization. For the 01 state, the calculation is as for a pure TOP st
in a pure two-step excitation.
02431
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and 81 up to the excitation energy of 8 MeV. They hav
been described by wave functions that include 1ph, 2ph,
3ph configurations. Phonons with the above-mentioned m
tipolarities have been included in a model space. Their pr
erties, i.e., excitation energies and internal fermion structu
are obtained by solving the RPA equations. Among the
there are indeed not only collective but weekly collective a
practically pure 1p1h excitations. Multiphonon configur
tions are built up of all different combinations of phono
allowed by angular momentum coupling rules.

When two-phonon configurations are considered, their
ternal fermion structure is taken into account by applyi
exact ~not bosonic! commutation relations between phono
operators. It means that although we describe nuclear e
tations in terms of quasibosons~phonons!, the wave func-
tions of multiphonon states are antisymmetrized. The exc
sion of the spurious np–nh configurations that violate Pau
principle leads to a reduction of the collectivity of th

FIG. 3. Experimental (d,d8) angular distributions of TOP can
didates in comparison with predictions in the coupled channel
proach. The comparison of the 4928.1~15! keV state data with a 61

TOP calculation is tentative~see text!.

FIG. 4. Part of a207Pb(d,p)208Pb spectrum as function of th
excitation energy in208Pb. Safely assigned quantum numbers a
indicated. Note the excitation of negative parity states only.
8-7
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n-phonon states. Since the low-lying states are made u
isoscalar phonons, Pauli principle corrections tend to
crease the excitation energies of multiphonon states in
spect to the harmonic limit.

FIG. 5. A selection of measured207Pb(d,p)208P transfer angular
distributions of differential cross sections(u) and of analyzing
powerAy(u) for strong transitions for different transferredl , j val-
ues at excitation energies aboveEx54000 keV, as indicated. The
respective curves are DWBA calculations assuming transfer in
neutron orbit indicated. The spectroscopic factorsGl j are indicated,
which result from the normalization of the calculation to the da
02431
of
-
e-

The most essential difference of the present QPM ca
lations from the ones in Ref.@41# ~in addition to a larger
model space! is the single-particle spectrum employed.
Ref. @41# the single-particle energies of the average field n
the Fermi surface have been taken from experimental dat
these studies they have been varied to describe in the ne
boring 207Tl, 207,209Pb, and209Bi nuclei with an accuracy of
10 keV the experimental excitation energies of levels w
predominant 1p~or 1h! structure in calculations, where th
wave functions also include ‘‘1p(1h)̂1ph’’ configurations.
In the calculations of the odd nuclei the phonons belong
the 208Pb core.

In the present calculations, the phonons are determine
three parameters. The first two parameters are the streng
the isoscalar residual interaction of the model Hamilton
for positive and negative natural parity states adjusted
reproduce collective properties, i.e.,B(El) values, and ex-
citation energies of the 21

1 , 41
1 , and 61

1 (31
2 and 51

2) states
in 208Pb. The third parameter is the strength of the resid
interaction for all unnatural parity states determined to
scribe the energy of theM1 resonance. With this procedur
we achieve a self-consistent description of208Pb and its four
odd-mass neighbors.

Results for 208Pb have been obtained by diagonalizati
of the QPM Hamiltonian on a set of wave functions th
include coupling between 1ph, 2ph, and 3ph configuratio
Performing calculations, we have truncated 1ph and 2ph c
figurations above 10 MeV and 3ph configurations above
MeV. The diagonalization yield eigenenergies and eigenv
tors. Thus the information on a contribution of any config
ration from the model space to the structure of each exc
state is available. Since the internal fermion structure
phonons is also known, calculation of the spectroscopic f
torsGl j for a comparison with the data from the (d,p) reac-
tion is rather straightforward. The results of calculations
summarized in Table II. As in Table I, they are presented
to the excitation energy of 6.1 MeV. Theoretical predictio
up to 8 MeV are available@42#.

A comparison of Tables I and II shows a very good co
respondence between experimental data and the QPM
dictions of the energy spectrum. More detailed comparis
will be presented below.

IV. CONFIGURATION MIXING AND LEVEL DENSITY

A. Spectroscopic factors

Most levels observed in transfer show angular distrib
tions allowing the assignment of definitel j values of trans-
ferred angular momentum.

Because of the angular momentump1/2 of the target, a
final stateJp5 j 61/2 may be populated by two differen
values ofj transfer. For natural parity states they differ b
two units in orbital angular momentuml 5J61; for unnatu-
ral parity states they are the same, i.e.,l 5J. The polarization
dependent cross sections of the twoj transfers add incoher
ently, thus their relative contributions are easily obtain
from a fit of the data using DWBA curves with potentia
adjusted to reproduce strong transitions where one confi
ration dominates@27#.

e

.
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TABLE II. Excitation energies,Ex , and spectroscopic factors, Gl j (nl j ) of low-lying states in 208Pb up to 6.1 MeV from QPM
calculations. Spectroscopic factors less than 0.01 are not indicated. Indexn means the first, second, etc. excited state for each multipola
States that have predominantly two-phonon nature are indicated by ‘‘*.’’ Among the last, there are the TOP states, presented sep
Table III, and other lowest two-phonon states,@31

2351
2#J1 and @51

2351
2#J1.

Jp n5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

01 Ex @MeV# 5.34* 6.11*
12 Ex @MeV# 5.28 5.64 5.94 6.02 6.09

Gl j (4s1/2) 1.45
Gl j (3d3/2) 1.29 0.01 0.07

21 Ex @MeV# 4.13 5.15* 5.45 5.55* 5.71 6.11*
32 Ex @MeV# 2.57 4.07 4.32 4.50 4.88 5.13 5.41 5.61 5.70 5.96 6.00 6.03 6.

Gl j (3d5/2) 0.09 0.02 1.99 1.20 0.07 0.01 0.03
Gl j (2g7/2) 0.09 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.22 0.36 1.15 0.57 0.5

41 Ex @MeV# 4.34 5.24* 5.40 5.55* 5.66 6.08*
52 Ex @MeV# 3.14 3.67 3.94 4.03 4.14 4.43 4.54 4.95 5.35 5.68 5.93

Gl j (2g9/2) 3.33 1.98 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01
Gl j (1i 11/2) 0.40 1.12 2.50 1.14 0.14 0.05 0.01 0.06 0.01

61 Ex @MeV# 4.44 5.15 5.40 5.55* 5.64 5.69 6.03 6.08
72 Ex @MeV# 3.95 4.54 4.89 5.85
81 Ex @MeV# 4.58 5.03 5.31 5.48 5.66 5.85 5.95*

Gl j (1 j 15/2) 5.40 1.46 0.28 0.09 0.01 0.29 0.20
02 Ex @MeV# 5.28* 5.71*

Gl j (4s1/2) 0.48
11 Ex @MeV# 5.82
22 Ex @ MeV# 4.19 5.02 5.59 5.65 5.92 6.05 6.09

Gl j (3d5/2) 0.03 2.38 0.01
Gl j (3d3/2) 2.36 0.01 0.02

31 Ex @MeV# 5.16 5.49 5.80* 5.83
42 Ex @MeV# 3.46 4.04 4.11 4.45 4.56 5.32 5.48 5.63 5.90 5.95 6.09

Gl j (2g9/2) 4.31 0.03 0.02 0.01
Gl j (2g7/2) 4.28

51 Ex @MeV# 5.13 5.40 5.66 5.80* 5.85
62 Ex @MeV# 3.93 4.05 4.11 4.56 4.60 4.96 5.96

Gl j (1i 11/2) 6.43
71 Ex @MeV# 4.93 5.21 5.37 5.58 5.73 5.80* 5.99 6.06

Gl j (1 j 15/2) 6.36 0.19 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.03
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From these fits, spectroscopic factorsGl j
J (Gl j

J 5(2 j
11)Sl j , see Ref.@43#! result. Their distributions over the
individual states are shown in Fig. 6; for weak states t
figure includes few tentative assignments.

For each transferred orbitalnl j most of the strength is
concentrated in a few nearby states; the identified value
strength range, however, over three orders of magnitude.
respective long tails of the strength distributions reflect
amount of mixing in between the 1p1h configurations. Fr
the apparent admixture of small components, to any s
with the respective quantum number follows that all sta
with these quantum numbers should be seen in (d,p) with
some cross section, irrespective of whether the cross sec
are large enough to determine quantum numbers.

The summed spectroscopic factors can be compared
those, deduced from transfer on a208Pb target at the sam
energy at a few scattering angles@27#. Most of them agree
within an experimental uncertainty of65%. At higher exci-
tation energies beyond the strong 2g7/2 and 3d3/2 single par-
02431
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ticle transitions in 209Pb the spectrum shows only weak
distributed strength, which originates predominantly fro
the coupling of a valence neutron to excited core configu
tions.

The plot in Fig. 6 extends to the neutron emission thre
old. 2g9/2, 1i 11/2, 1j 15/2, 3d5/2, 4s1/2, 2g7/2, and 3d3/2 con-
figurations exhaust their (2j 11) limits up to this energy.
This agreement, however, depends on the choice of the
tron single particle potential. No attempt was made to de
mine absolute values of spectroscopic factors.

Incremental plots of the spectroscopic factors predic
by the QPM calculations are shown in Fig. 6 by dashed lin
to be compared with incremental plots from the present d
analysis~solid lines!. One may notice an excellent agreeme
in the energy position of the states exhausting the main f
tion of the spectroscopic strength of the respective sing
particle configuration. The QPM also reproduce well a stro
ger fragmentation of the 3d3/2, 2g7/2, and 3d5/2
configurations and concentration of other configurations
8-9
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only few excited states. Low-energy tails in the QPM pred
tions for the 3d5/2 and 2g7/2 configurations are due to th
presence of these configurations in the collective 31

2 state,
not included in the present analysis. Experimental spec
scopic factors for these states in Fig. 6 are taken fr
Ref. @1#.

B. Level density

To answer the question whether we observe all state
this range, we compare the observed level densities in tr
fer and scattering with model expectations. In Fig. 7, we p
as function of the excitation energy the incremental num
of states observed in (d,p) and in (p,p8) and compare with
the respective numbers of expected 1p1h states. Since w
interested here in the number of observed states only,
neglect the mixing between the 1p1h configurations. T
we use for the expected excitation energies those of the
spective pure 1p1h multiplets at their unperturbed energ
as they result from the experimental spectra of theA5207
and 209 nuclei, summarized in Fig. 1 of Warburton a
Brown @44#. With respect to the selectivity of the reaction
discussed above, we include for (p,p8) all states up to an-

FIG. 6. The spectroscopic factorsGl j of states in208Pb from the
207Pb(dW ,p) 208Pb reaction in differential and incremental~solid
lines! presentation. Incremental plots of the spectroscopic fa
predicted by the QPM calculations are shown for comparison
dashed lines. Note the logarithmic scale.
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gular momentum transferl 510\; and for (d,p) the negative
parity states only up tol 56\, the identifiedj 15/2 and tenta-
tively identified h11/2 are omitted in this part of the figure
For (p,p8) the range of excitation energies is up toEx
56800 keV, about twice the minimal energy of a pure 1p
excitation, and for (d,p) comparison ranges up toEx
56030 keV to avoid complications as discussed forh11/2
transfer.

For (d,p) the agreement is very good, indicating that w
observe essentially all negative parity states~up to J56).
For (p,p8) the number of observed states is larger than
number of expected 1p1h states. This is in qualitative ag
ment with the downshift of some 1p1h states due to coll
tivity, and with the additional contributions of 2p2h stat
which are lowered in excitation energy due to collectivit
Candidates in this energy range are~compare Fig. 5 in
Schrammet al. @1# and for further reference, e.g., the studi
of Blomqvist @20# and Ring and Schuck@18#! one neutron
and one proton monopole pairing vibrational~MPV! 01

state, with the neutron-MPV state observed at 4867 keV;
neutron and two proton quadrupole pairing vibration
~QPV! 21 states, starting from 5551 keV and identified
part from two nucleon transfer~e.g. Grabmayret al. @45#!;
four TOP states 01, 21, 41, 61 near Ex523Ex(31

2

52614.5 keV)55229 keV; seven states from 21 to 81 near
Ex55812 keV, resulting from the coupling of the collectiv
31

2 state atEx52614.5 keV with the collective 51
2 state at

Ex53197.7 keV state, and so on.
In 208Pb, the number of low-lying states with spin an

parity equal to 32 and 52 is especially large. Their spectr
are compared in Fig. 8 with prediction of the microscop
QPM calculations. There are 21 32 states below 7 MeV in
both experiment and calculation and 14 52 states observed
while QPM predicts three more excited states. Due to h
energy of the 21

1 and 41
1 states, negative parity states th

have predominant two-phonon nature do not appear in208Pb
below 6.7 MeV. A general agreement between experime
and calculated spectra of the 32 and 52 states is very good

r
y

FIG. 7. Incremental plot of the number of states in208Pb as
observed in (d,p) and (p,p8), respectively, compared with an ex
pectation, considering the 1p1h states at their unperturbed ene
only and applying restrictions about the observation of quant
numbers as described in the text.
8-10
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EXCITATION OF 208Pb IN LIGHT ION INDUCED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 024318
as seen from Fig. 8. An agreement for the states of o
multipolarities in excitation energies and density of state
of the same quality, as maybe concluded from a deta
comparison of Tables I and II. This is because a comp
phonon basis is used in calculations, and we employ a g
single-particle spectrum that is well known to high excitati
energies from theA5207 and 209 nuclei. From these com
parisons, we conclude that (p,p8) and (d,d8) scattering
show essentially all states up toEx56 MeV.

V. DOUBLE OCTUPOLE CANDIDATES AND
SCATTERING ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS

Since in 208Pb the 31
2 level is the lowest in energy, th

lowest two-phonon states in this nucleus are expected to
long to the two octupole phonon~TOP! multiplet represent-
ing the @31

2
^ 31

2#01,21,41,61 configurations. In the harmoni
picture of nuclear excitation, and the 31

2 state is known to be
the most collective state in208Pb, this multiplet is expected
at the twice the energy of the 31

2 level, i.e., around 5229
keV. Unfortunately, there is no nuclear reaction selective
the excitation of the TOP states. That is why different to
†(n,n8gg) reaction @6,7#, nuclear resonance fluorescen
studies@15#, inelastic light particle scattering@13#, heavy ion
induced reactions@9,11,12#‡ have been used in the past f
its identification.

In spite of these tremendous experimental efforts only
01 component of the TOP has been assigned as the 02

1 state
at Ex55241 keV, which is very near to the harmonic lim
by its two sequentialE3 transitions to the ground state@6#.
Inelastic light particle scattering supports the TOP purity
the 02

1 state due to the observed excitation strength@14#.
Since the branching ratios of the collectiveE3 decays of the
21, 41, and 61 TOP configurations into the 31

2 state are
smaller than the ones for the noncollectiveE1 decay into the
31

2 or 51
2 states, the strongest low-energyE1 transitions

have been used to propose the 21 state atEx55286 keV and
the 41 state at 5216 keV as the TOP candidates in Ref.@4#.
But theoretical estimates of theE1 transitions between one

FIG. 8. Comparison between QPM calculation and experime
data of excitation energies of 32 and 52 states in208Pb.
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phonon configurations in this energy region showed that
served strongE1-intensities cannot be used as a signature
@31

2
^ 31

2#21,41,61→31
2 decay@41#. On the other hand, in-

elastic light particle scattering ruled out strong TOP stren
for a 41 or 61 state at 5683 keV~because of low cross
sections! @13#, which had been suggested from observatio
in heavy ion induced reactions@11,12#.

While the recent QPM calculations@41# predict that the
01, 21, and 41 members of the TOP multiplet are esse
tially concentrated in single states, not far from the harmo
limit, they also indicate that the@31

2
^ 31

2#61 configuration is
strongly fragmented over a wide energy region. The la
aspect has been confirmed in recent heavy ion induced r
tions @9#, with 20% of the strength found in the 61

1 state at
4423 keV. This experiment has also given the upper limit
the TOP configuration 15% in the state near 5200 keV an
TOP tail spreading up to 6 MeV.

The inelastic scattering angular distributions are sensi
also to features of two phonon collectivity, as they are d
scribed in the Tamura formalism in the case of coupled ch
nels~CC! @30,33#. As reported above, complete spectrosco
predict only a few 01, 21, 41, and 61 levels in 1 MeV
energy region centered around the TOP harmonic lim
Their (d,d8) scattering angular distributions will be exam
ined in this section to conclude information of TOP streng
in these states.

A. Spectra

Short ranges of the excitation spectra near the undistur
double octupole energy at 5229 keV are shown in Fig. 1
(p,p8), (d,d8), and (a,a8) scattering. All states known
from literature in this energy region are observed. There
eight additional ones in this range, indicated in the top
Fig. 1 in gray shading. Three of eight newly detected lev
have very low cross sections near 1mb/sr, and are not furthe
considered. The remaining five have cross sections com
rable to the line atEx55240.8 keV~filled with black!, which
is because of the precisely defined excitation energy~note
the nearbyEx55245.5 keV 32 state! identified as the 02

1

state of Yehet al. @6#, the proposed 01 member of the TOP
multiplet. These five states are not resolved in (a,a8) scat-
tering, but they are in ranges with large cross sections. T
not in contradiction with natural parity, the resolution do
not allow for more definite conclusions. Of those states,
ones atEx55079, 5088, and 5287 keV do not show up
(d,p); this excludes negative parity and provides with t
presumed natural parity evidence for three new states w
are likely to have 21, 41, or 61. The same arguments hol
for an isolated, undoubtedly identified state atEx54928.1
keV, which because of the energy may be equated with
4923? keV state of Refs.@21,46# discussed there as the 21

member of the TOP multiplet.
With the above-mentioned 01 state at 5240.8 keV, the

known 61 state at 5212.8 keV, and the 41 state at 5215.6
keV, these are the candidates for TOP excitation or mix
with the respective TOP configurations. Including the w
known 01

1 , 21
1 , 41

1, or 61
1 states at 4866.8, 4085.4, 4323.

and 4422.6 keV, respectively, these are the identified

al
8-11
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presumably all of the excitations with the TOP quantu
numbers at an energy approximately below 5300 keV.

B. Angular distributions

Angular distributions, as obtained from the (d,d8) spec-
tra, are compared in this subsection with model calculatio
The angular distributions of the collective 21

1 state and of
two relatively strongly excited 32 states near the TOP en
ergy ~the 31

2 state was outside the acceptance range of
magnetic spectrometer!, shown in the upper part of Fig. 2
are reproduced fairly well in coupled channels~CC! calcula-
tion. They use optical potentials and the vibrational colle
tive model with strength amplitudesbl as parametrization o
the transition form factors, as discussed in detail in Ref.@32#.
With the codeECIS @47# and an optical potential very near t
recommended global parameterization of Ref.@22,40#, these
distributions are reproduced with values forbl very near to
those given in the literature@22,34#.

The TOP cross sections are calculated as two step seq
tial excitations of pure TOP states with theb3 value for the
collective 31

2 excitation ofb350.105@22#. For the 01 TOP
state, the result is shown in the lower part of Fig. 2 a
compared with our data. The relative angular dependenc
the cross section data of the known 02

1 state at 5240 keV is
in approximate agreement with the calculation; the abso
values, however, exceed the TOP calculation by a facto
2. The respective calculations for pure 21, 41, and 61 TOP
states are shown with data for known or tentatively assig
states in Fig. 3. These calculated cross sections of abou
mb/sr are rather low.

For the proposed 21 state at 5287 keV, the TOP calcula
tion reproduces the relative angular dependence rather w
The observed absolute values are about 80% of the ca
lated ones.

The cross section of the known 41 state at 5215 keV is
difficult to separate from the cross section of the known1

state at 5212 keV. The only data point we have is au
550°. The experimental 41 cross section exceeds the calc
lated TOP cross section by a factor of 2, whereas the1

state is observed with only about 30% of the calculated T
cross section.

In Fig. 3 we also show data for the 4928 keV state, wh
was introduced by Mariscotti@21,46# as a 21 state. But this
assignment, as well as the assignments for further low ly
21 states listed in NDS, was not confirmed in the work
Schrammet al. @1#. Also, our observed angular dependen
is not in agreement with a one step or two step 21 excitation.

In Fig. 9 we compare the results of our present QP
calculations of the low energy part of the 01, 21, 41, and
61 spectra, excitation energies, and TOP strengths, with
perimental knowledge and our observations. Since we h
used in these calculations slightly different single parti
spectra and strengths of the residual interaction, as comp
to the ones in Ref.@41# ~see above!, details of the TOP state
properties have changed, too. Nevertheless, the change
not very essential, as may be concluded by comparing
02431
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results presented in Table III with similar results in Table
in Ref. @41#.

For the 01, 21, and 41 states, calculations predict con
centration of the TOP strength in one state near 5230 k
the harmonic limit, and spreading of the 61 TOP strength
over a number of states, each bearing only up to 20% of
61 TOP strength. The concentration of the 01, 21, and 41

TOP strength in essentially one state is related with the

FIG. 9. Observed states of positive and natural parity in208Pb
and their strength, as obtained from the comparison of (d,d8) cross
sections and TOP coupled channel calculations~depicted for each
spin on the left hand side! in comparison with calculated states an
their predicted TOP strength by QPM calculation~for each spin on
right!. The assignment of the 4928.1~15! keV state as 61 ~marked
with an asterisk! is tentative.

TABLE III. Fragmentation of the TOP configurations@321
3321#01,21,41,61 over low-lying states in208Pb. Only states with
a TOP contribution larger than 3% are presented. The third colu
gives the TOP contribution to the wave functions. The fourth c
umn is the largest component of other one- or two-phonon confi
rations.

ln
p Ex TOP Other

@MeV#

01
1 5.34 95.8% ,1%

21
1 4.13 6.2% 211291.8%

22
1 5.15 80.2% 21225.7%

23
1 5.45 5.7% 212289.8%

42
1 5.24 90.5% 41121.9%

61
1 4.44 14.1% 611280.7%

62
1 5.15 21.7% 612233.4%

63
1 5.40 3.9% 612258.7%

66
1 5.69 6.5% 615240.4%

67
1 6.03 15.3% 616249.3%

68
1 6.08 14.2% 616244.0%

69
1 6.15 13.1% @5213521#61261.8%
8-12
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spective low level density. In fact, these TOP dominated 01,
21, and 41 states are obtained as the second excited st
02

1 , 22
1 , 42

1 , following the neutron pairing monopole vibra
tional state (nMPV, which is outside the multiphonon spac
used in the calculation! and the low lying, collectively en-
hanced 21

1 , 41
1 states. For 61 there are more nearby states

mix, and TOP strength in the 20% range is predicted for
collective enhanced 61

1 state around 4.4 MeV, the 62
1 state

around 5.2 MeV and 67,8,9
1 states between 6.0 and 6.2 MeV

Our observed large cross sections for the 02
1 state at 5240

keV, the 21 state at 5287 keV, and the 42
1 state at 5215 keV

are in agreement with the calculations. Our observation
rather pure TOP 21 state gives strong support to the calc
lation and implies the nonexistence of another nearby1

state. Thus we identify the 5287 keV 21 state as the 22
1 state

and thus rule out an 21 assignment for the 4928 keV stat
Our weak observed 61 cross section for the state at 521
keV is in agreement with the weak predicted TOP strength
these states, it is either the calculated 62

1 state near 5150 keV
or the 63

1 state near 5400 keV. Identifying the experimen
5212 keV state as 63

1 , one may ask whether the 4928 ke
state can be identified with the calculated 62

1 state near 5150
keV. In Fig. 3, the observed angular dependence is consis
with a 61 TOP calculation and a 30% TOP strength. Th
however, is a completely tentative assignment.

At present, we have to limit the interpretation of the
weak cross sections to a discussion of the respective ord
magnitudes only. The main source of uncertainties is du
the limited accuracy in the CC calculations.

The calculated angular distributions depend on details
the inclusion of additional one-step amplitudes that ar
from configuration mixing with 1p1h~one phonon! states
~causing the spreading of the TOP strength, discus
above!; and also due to the two phonon nature, being par
the formalism of pure two phonon excitations~compare
Refs. @30,33#!, examples are discussed in Ref.@32# for the
excitations of 61 TOP states in scattering from96Zr @48#.
Because of the highly effective deuteron nucleus interac
at these low projectile energies~needed to resolve the states!,
a reliable folding of microscopic transition form factors fro
a multiphonon calculation~including all this features! in
scattering amplitudes, and this for angular momentum tra
fers ranging from 01 to 61, is difficult to obtain in a reliable
way and is thus not considered in the present study.

Thus we conclude that the observed order of magnitud
the cross sections of these states are in agreement with
QPM calculation and the respective fragmentation of T
strength. The incomplete angular distributions, as well as
,
J.
.

. C

J.
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theoretical uncertainties, do not allow us to draw more c
clusions.

VI. SUMMARY

To identify the states of the 01, 21 41 and 61 TOP
multiplets in 208Pb and their respective fragmentation inela
tic proton, deuteron anda scattering have been measured
high energy resolution. Determination of quantum numb
and information about mixing between 1p1h configuratio
is obtained from the207Pb(d,p)208Pb transfer reaction with
vector polarized deuterons. From the comparison with lite
ture and model expectations we conclude that up toEx56
MeV essentially all states are resolved.

Our strength distributions, as obtained from the polariz
(d,p) experiment, display in a direct way the strength
configuration mixing. This compares well with the determ
nation of matrix elements as, e.g., in the most recent work
Schrammet al. @1#.

Coupled channels calculations of the (d,d8) scattering
cross sections have been used to study those natural
positive parity states that may belong to the TOP multiple
208Pb. The angular distributions for the 01 state at 5240
keV, the 21 state at 5287 keV, and the tentatively assign
61 state at 4928 keV agree well with the assumption o
two-step mechanism, an excitation by two sequentialE3
transitions. Unfortunately, the limited accuracy in the calc
lation of these weak cross sections does not allow to c
clude precisely on the purity of the TOP configurations in t
above-mentioned states.

Microscopic QPM calculations of the properties of e
cited states in208Pb up to 8 MeV in a practically complet
phonon basis, which includes one- and multiphonon confi
rations, are performed and compared with the propertie
levels from the present experimental studies. The gen
agreement between experiment and theory in the numbe
excited states, their excitation energies and spectrosc
factors are very good.
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